
1. Choose a genre of photography that can progress your existing “surface” work with 
a new subject, e.g introduce a figure into the environment / explore man made 
structures / change location. Use the artists work for inspiration.

2. Research the work of your artist from 3 credible sources and use the template 
annotation on slide 7 to form a PEEL annotation.

3. Plan, design, direct and compose your new shoot very carefully using close 
connection to your chosen photographer, show a good understanding of how you 
can respond to their sequences in 30 connected shots.

4. Combine influences and get ideas for more artistic and creative shoots. 

Task: Shoot 30 + photos as a creative response to a photographer 
influence from this powerpoint on the theme ‘Sequences’. Save your 
images as jpegs and save to the 9 – 10 summer shoot 2022 folder in 

the print folders on Google Drive. Back up your images either on 
USB  stick / memory card or home computer.

Year 10 Photography Summer work



Photographic Sequences

Pierre Radisic – The Man who Fell to Earth 2009 – 13.  
Common factor: His shadow and a horizon fixed at the same level, different locations.

Also see Arthur Tress’ Shadow series

A sequence is a set of related images that though varied all share some common features 
that connect them as a group. 
You can express movement, travel, time, story telling or a collection of similar subjects by 
grouping images as sequences. 
Pick 1 photographer to respond to in your own creative sequences and thoroughly research 
their work in well written annotation.



Bernd and Hilla Becher

A typology is a collection of  the same subject that invite you to compare similar and 
contrasting qualities like in these water towers.     
Also see August Sander Typology of portraits, Tony Cragg and Peter Blake Museum of White



Matthias Heiderich
Simple compositions that build up a bigger sequence of images- search for colour and 
interesting crops and unite your sequence by applying an abstract style where colour and 
simple shape dominate.



Gerhard Richter- Atlas

A collection of  the same subject/ scene that invites you to compare similar and contrasting 
qualities.  Here the waves or the horizon are the consistent factor in the sequence.    



Eadweard Muybridge

Eadweard Muybridge was an innovator whose work on trip wire initiated shots of 
moving figures and animals influenced the development of early moving pictures. His 
work revealed the stages of movements, previously unseen by the human eye that 
were then frozen in time forever.



Photographer Annotation
Paragraph 1 ( Point)
Complete the following opening sentences…
“ I intend to develop my surfaces project by continuing with the genre of ………………….. (landscape, 
built environment,  figure in landscape, natural surfaces, man made surfaces, architecture etc…)   
and experiment with seeing how sequences can change the meaning of my photos.”

Introduce your chosen sequence artist and the series of work you are looking at.

Paragraph 2:  (Evidence and Explain)
• Paste a picture of the photograph /photographs you have been inspired by)
• Describe the photograph you have referenced. Use as many visual adjectives as you can to 

describe the surfaces and the main subject. Describe the look of the photograph. (See key words 
and formal elements. E.g black and white / high contrast, highly textured)

• Explain what the photographer had to do to achieve a quality sequence.

Paragraph 3: Interpret the photo. 
• Referring to your research, explain how this photographers use of sequences changes the way 

we view the work compared to us just viewing a single image.
• Identify parts of the photo that you find particularly interesting.
• Explain how you want to respond to this photo in your own work.

In a word / google doc format a new annotation and paste examples of relevant photographer works.



The Formal Elements
Line, colour, shape, form, texture, surface, tone, light, dark, shade.

When writing use words you learn to use in context - try extending 
your artistic vocabulary - use the following specialist artistic terms 
(words) in combination with the formal element words stated above 

Techniques, contrast, balance, process, complimentary, picture, 
depict, portray, show, tactile, make, create, media, materials, 

juxtaposition, ground, combination, view, perspective, discord, 
harmony, balance,  focus, simplify, present, environment, real.


